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Jim Tongue, Chairman, South Cumbria & North Lancashire IOSH Branch, welcomed members 
to the Branch’s joint May meeting with SCOHSG. He then introduced Karl Tindale, who had 
kindly agreed to speak at short notice because our original speaker’s wife was seriously ill. 

Karl began by telling members about his work experience before summarising the main 
points that he planned to cover during his presentation: 

• The basic approach used by HSE Inspectors. 

• Useful guidance on HSE’s website.  

• The step by step approach used by HSE Inspectors to make their enforcement decisions. 

• Fees for Intervention. 

• Options for challenging Notices of Contravention or Fees For Intervention if you think 
that they have been applied unfairly. 

• Examples of court cases where fines have been reduced. 

Karl then explained that HSE publish a summary of their routine, targeted inspection categories 
on their web site. These inspections are carried out in addition to proactive inspections resulting 
from serious RIDDOR incidents, fatalities or reported health and safety incidents.  

Karl said that that HSE’s senior management team had made a strategic decision to target 
their limited resources on workplaces that regularly failed to manage, and control known 
risks. Therefore, their targeted programme for 2018/19 focussed on five major sector 
inspection campaigns: metal fabrication, agriculture, waste and recycling, food manufacturing 
and construction refurbishment as well as completing an earlier inspection programme for 
premises using ionising radiation. Their priority plans also included looking at workplace 
management of occupational lung disease, musculoskeletal disorders, work-related stress 
and helping small businesses to improve their risk management and control procedures. 

He went on to explain that HSE’s targeted inspections had been drawn up after consultation 
with Local Authorities whose current national priorities include: 

• Duty to manage asbestos 

• Falls from height 

• Management of respirable 
crystalline silica (RCS)  

• Visitor attractions – animal contact 

• Inflatable amusement devices 

• Beverage gases 

• Gas safety in catering 

• Welfare for delivery drivers 

• Access to large commercial bins by 
the public 

Karl said that in addition to targeted inspections HSE inspectors were also expected to 
investigate: 

• Matters of evident concern – situations that created a risk of serious personal injury or 
ill-health and which they observed, or that were brought to their attention by a 
member of the public or an employee. 

• Matters of potential major concern – that had the potential to cause either multiple 
fatalities or multiple cases of acute or chronic ill-health.  
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The powers of HSE Inspectors are enshrined in legislation such as the Factories Act 1961, 
the Health & Safety at Work Act 1974 but they are also bound by the Regulator’s Code so 
that no inspections are undertaken without a reason without a reason and their approach will 
always be to provide help and guidance and to use prosecution as a last resort or because 
there have been deliberate and serious breaches of health and safety legislation. 

HSE does not make a charge to cover the cost of planned workplace inspections that are 
part of their targeted inspections programme. Fees for intervention (FFI) are only applicable if 
an employer is found to be in material breach of health and safety law. These fees are based 
on the time it taken by the inspector to identify the breach and to advise you on how to put 
things right.  It may also include the cost of further investigation and taking enforcement 
action if appropriate management systems are not put in place in a timely manner. HSE’s FFI 
is currently £154 per hour. 

Karl then explained that HSE’s enforcement policy is explained on their web site. In addition 
to providing published information and verbal advice, the enforcement methods available to 
our inspectors include:  

• Providing written information regarding breaches of law.  

• Requiring improvements in the way risks are managed.  

• Stopping certain activities where they create serious risks and  

• Prosecuting if there has been a serious breach of health and safety law.  

Inspectors are also provided with step by step guidance about how they should decide on the 
appropriate enforcement for any breaches of health and safety law that they observe during 
inspections. 

In addition, there is information about HSE’s Enforcement Management Model, that includes 
GAP analysis, on their web site. If an HSE inspector finds an employer is breaking health 
and safety laws, they may take one of the following actions: 

• Issue an Improvement Notice. 

• Issue a Prohibition Notice. 

• Prosecute serious cases.  

Karl then gave members some practical examples of how HSE Inspectors standardise their 
assessment of workplace risks using GAP analysis. These included assessments of a small 
drill with no safety guards and a large drill with no safety guards and other potential hazards. 
He explained that if an Inspector is satisfied that a duty holder will comply with HSE’s 
recommendations to rectify potentially hazardous systems of work, in a timely manner, a 
verbal warning or letter will suffice. However, if they have no confidence in the duty holder’s 
commitment to improving work practices, they will probably issue an Enforcement Notice. 

Karl went on to explain that HSE will undertake detailed investigations of all workplace 
accidents that result in: 

• The death of any person. 

• A “Specified Injury” (RIDDOR Reg. 4(1)) to any person, including non-workers such as: 

➢ Serious multiple fractures (more than one bone, not including wrist or ankle). 

➢ All amputations other than amputation of digit(s) above the first joint (e.g. fingertip). 

➢ Permanent blinding in one or both eyes. 

➢ Crush injuries leading to internal organ damage, e.g. ruptured spleen; 

➢ Burns (including scalding) which covers more than 10% of the surface area of the 
body or causes significant damage to the eyes, respiratory system or vital organs. 

➢ Scalping that requires hospital treatment; 

➢ Loss of consciousness caused by head injury or asphyxia; 

➢ Enclosed space working injuries that cause hypothermia, or heat induced illness, 
or that require resuscitation, or admittance to hospital for more than 24 hours. 
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➢ Occupational disease which are reportable under RIDDOR Regulations 8 –10. 

➢ Occupational disease with the potential to cause death or a “serious health 
effect” as defined in EMM, and which arise from working practices that are likely 
to be ongoing at the time the report is made. 

Karl said that when an HSE undertakes an accident/incident investigation he has a legal right 
to ask for related paperwork such as Risk Assessments, Safe Systems of Work etc… but 
some documents can be exempt from this if they are ‘privileged’. Therefore, duty holders need 
to take specialist legal advice about this early on in the internal incident investigation process if 
they think that they are likely to be prosecuted for breaches of health and safety law. 

Karl reminded members that the information in HSE Inspector topic inspection packs is 
available on HSE’s web site. These provide guidance on things that Inspectors need to 
assess when inspecting workplaces, such as controls needed for: falls from height, hand arm 
vibration, contact dermatitis etc... Similarly, HSE provides inspectors with operational 
guidance that covers a wide range of specific potential workplace health and safety problems 
as well as and building hazards such as farming, healthcare, asbestos, welfare facilities on 
construction sites etc… 

Karl went on to explain that if duty holders feel that HSE has overcharged when invoicing 
them with a Fees For Intervention they have a right to challenge the amount charged. Again, 
there is guidance about how to do this on the HSE web site. 

He then summarised the impact of the revised method for calculating fines for proven 
breaches of health and safety law – they have led to significant increases in fines handed out, 
especially to large companies, since 2016 because the calculations are based on annual 
turnover. He reminded members that It is possible to appeal against the level of fine imposed. 

Karl then gave members a summary of key things to remember before, during and after an 
HSE inspector visits your workplace: 

1. Treat every HSE Inspector’s visit or enquiry with the respect it deserves – the outcome 
is likely to be more favourable if you listen carefully to advice and act on it promptly. 

2. Keep a traceable and coherent record of: 

• HSE advice given. 

• Follow-up action taken 

• Review your Safe Systems of Work systems by discussing solutions to 
potential safety problems with the employees who are ‘on the job’ 

• Improve your management of risk beyond that of minimum legal compliance. 

Especially for visits that have resulted in an invoice for Fees For Intervention or a 
formal Notice of Contravention 

3. If you think that that you have been issued with Fees For Intervention invoice or a 
formal Notice of Contravention that is not a true reflection of what happened it is 
possible to submit a formal challenge following HSE’s procedures. 

4. If you think that an HSE investigation is likely to lead to a prosecution: 

• Appoint a specialist solicitor ASAP. 

• Provide your solicitor with all relevant information - including the results of your 
internal investigation and documents such as Risk Assessments, Safe 
Systems of Work, staff training records, health surveillance records, (if 
applicable) etc…  

• Inform your insurance company. 

• If your solicitor recommends a guilty plea look for mitigating factors that might 
help to reduce the fine imposed. 

And always remember –  

Good health and safety management is good for business! 
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Gary McAteer, Vice Chairman, South Cumbria & North Lancashire IOSH Branch thanked 
Karl for coming to talk to our group and for initiating some useful discussion about HSE 
inspections. He then presented him with a small token of members’ appreciation and 
encouraged attendees to network with one another and Karl, over tea or coffee and biscuits. 

Related HSE web site links: 

The principles that underpin HSE inspections: http://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/how-we-
inspect.htm  

HSE strategy, policy and legal framework: http://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/strategy-policy-
legal.htm   

Fees for intervention: http://www.hse.gov.uk/fee-for-intervention/  

Guidance on challenging fees for Intervention: http://www.hse.gov.uk/fee-for-intervention/i-dont-
agree-with-my-invoice.htm  

Enforcement Policy Statement: http://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/enforcepolicy.htm  

HSE’s Enforcement Management Model: http://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/enforcement-
management-model.htm  

HSE topic inspection packs: http://www.hse.gov.uk/foi/internalops/fod/inspect/index.htm  

HSE operational guidance: http://www.hse.gov.uk/foi/internalops/og/index.htm  
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